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Power Quality Improving Based
Harmonical Studies of a Single Phase
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High efficiency and low-cost Static Frequency Changer (SFC) converters are widely
used in electronic industry. SFC known as cycloconverter is installed to obtain
variable output AC voltage or frequency. Fast dynamic response and slight size made
these converters to occupy the potential space in switching world. Cycloconverter
generates harmonics when connected to different types of loads. These harmonics
pollute the purity of sinusoidal waveform and affect the quality of power system.
Harmonic current is produced when an electrical device draws current in a nonsinusoidal manner. The harmonic voltage develops as harmonic current traverses the
electrical system. Harmonic and current orders are inversely proportional to each
other, respectively. These harmonics affect the execution of switching devices and
causes breakdown of cable insulation, circuit breaker tripping, power transformer
failures, limits on generator efficiency and UPS capacity. This paper comprises of
odd harmonics that takes place in different load contiguous with cycloconverter. The
3rd, 5th, 7th and higher order harmonics are diagnosed by employing MATLAB
platform. Simulation studies are depicted and proved the importance of single phase
step down bridge - cycloconverter.
Keywords: Power electronics, cycloconverter, non-linear loads, total harmonics distortion (THD),
firing angle
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1. Introduction
Power electronics is a matured, prime technology where upcoming trends and demands are
discovered. The emerging fields of power electronics are power switching industry, energy
conversion, energy flow and control techniques. Power electronic has essential function of
accenting semiconductor devices [1, 2], use of magnetic devices for energy storage and
different control method or non-linear system [2-5]. Many devices are installing to control
and conversion of energy such as GTOs, IGCTs, MCTs, MOSFETs, IGBTs,
cycloconverter, chopper, inverter, rectifier and other have significant roles in modern power
control system [4-6].
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Constant voltage, constant frequency AC power to controlled voltage flexible frequency
AC power deprived of any intermediate DC link can be obtained by using cycloconverters.
Hazeltine revealed and patented the basic principle of cycloconverter in 1926 [1]. In 1960s,
after the invention of thyristors, the practical and commercial cycloconverters were
basically industrialised. Today, cycloconverters are widely installed in heavy industries i.e.
rolling mills [6-8], cement industry applications [9], electric traction, static scherbius
drives, ship propellers and other energy power conversion sources [10-12]. All these
application are successfully using cycloconverters after the invention of large rating
thyristors and the development of microprocessor-based control, thyristors-controlled
cycloconverters.
A cycloconverters have a bidirectional power flow capability and a naturally commutated
response. Its size is only limited by the availability of the rating of cycloconverters depends
on available ratings of thyristors, though it has limited sizes. Its losses are significantly
minor compared with rotary frequency changers. In case of rotating loads cycloconverter
may provide a closely sinusoidal waveform in the result of minimum torque pulsations.
However, the disadvantage of cycloconverter is to highly distort input currents. This is the
cause of decreases electric power quality significantly. The fundamental frequency chopped
cycloconverter input currents and output voltages consisting harmonics as well as
noninteger.
The installation of power electronic devices increased in consumer’s scale such as energy
savers, uninterruptible power supply, light dimmers, fluorescent lamps, induction heating
equipment and arc furnace. Due to extensive use of non-linear loads quality of power is
disturbed. Hence, distributors have to ensure that consumer side power quality is not
compromised [4]. Power quality issues are increasing dramatically in industries involving
power electronic converters. These converters generate harmonics distortion which is major
power quality problem. Active (P) and reactive (Q) powers improves if voltage and current
distortion is reducing [8]. Different non-linear load such as: UPS units, discharge lamps,
television sets, computers, fax machines, ferromagnetic devices, arc furnaces, energy
savers, fluorescent lamps, battery charger have certain adverse effect on power quality [9].
Switching of these devices generates harmonics and produces distorted voltages. This effect
leads to voltage sag and swells, transient frequency variations and harmonics.
The approach of this paper is to define the power quality impact of thyristors-controlled
cycloconverter under different kind of loads. Power quality impact includes total harmonic
distortion (THD), impact on distribution transformers, and impact on communication lines.
A. Basic theory of cycloconverters
One or multi pairs of back-to-back linked controlled rectifiers are assembled in
cycloconverters. To deliver an AC output voltage at the required frequency and amplitude
the delay angles of those rectifiers are restrained. A simplest three-pulse half-wave
cycloconverter (three-phase) contains of 18 thyristors. The large and complicated higher
pulse order system is tending to be installed for heavy loads i.e. multi megawatts or larger
system applications.
B. Structure of Cycloconverter
The structures of the rectifiers assembled in cycloconverter, these converters are
categorized into half-wave cycloconverter and bridge cycloconverter. The schematic
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diagram of three-phase three-pulse half-wave cycloconverter is shown in Fig. 1. The
configuration of three-pulse is composed of three back-to-back linked half-wave rectifiers.
A positive converter is consisting of a rectifier, named a converter, and a negative
converter, termed a converter. A rectifier conducts only positive flow of currents, and the
converter conducts negative currents flow. Six-pulse half-wave cycloconverter is
commonly used to obtain the smoother output voltage. The voltages for a six-pulse halfwave cycloconverter are provided by a six-phase transformer. Large motor drives (rolling
mills) are driven by three-phase half-wave cycloconverters.
2. Methodology:
Cycloconverter terms as SFC is specially designed to pursue adjustable
voltage/frequency from constant AC supply. Cycloconverter perform this process without
any intermediate DC-link. Hence, with advancement of higher power SCR and large
microprocessor based control, today cycloconverter is pretty much matured application for
variable voltage variable frequency (VVVF) AC drives [9-13]. Further, Cycloconverter is
sub divided into single phase and three phase cycloconverter. Generally, cycloconverter
acts as a power modulator with one or more pair of back to back bridge connected
thyristors. Hence, in order to receive relevant waveforms, the firing angles are modulated at
specific range of frequencies [9]. Cycloconverter commutated naturally. Limitation for
natural commutated cycloconverter is limited frequency for sub harmonics and deprived
input displacement especially during low output voltages [11-14]. Different topologies are
used for voltage regulations but eight SCR back to back configurations are studied. The
single phase bridge type cycloconverter or single phase dual converter is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Back-to-back bridge type cycloconverter
Different kind of loads are used i.e. R, RL and RC. The firing angle is modulated
for two-pulse two quadrant bridge converters. It creates same basic input AC waveform as
show in Fig. 2.
The fundamental frequency is step down to 1/2nd times and 1/4th times. The
resulting wave form is depicted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4, shows the output frequency where input frequency is step down to 1/4th times.
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Fig. 2. Input AC Waveform

Fig. 3. Output AC Waveform with frequency of 25 Hz

Fig. 4. Output AC Waveform with frequency of 12.5 Hz
This article comprises of such cycloconverter in which the output is reduced to
1/2nd times and 1/4th times. Reducing frequency will achieve different waveforms. Since:
v √2V sinωt is source voltage. When T1 is triggered at α then wave shape found as:
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Fig. 5. Waveform Single phase AC full wave cycloconverter with R-Load [1]

Fig. 6. Waveform of Single phase cycloconverter with RL-Load
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The average SCR current is represented by:



,  " √2 ()

(1)

Since SCR carries half of line current, then rms current in each SCR is:
$%
#, √

(2)

However, if we are working with inductive and resistive load combine then due to
inductive effect the current may not fall to zero at t = π , when input voltage goes
negative till t = (
Then the conduction angle becomes:
) = (− +
(3)
SCR conduction angle depends on firing angle α and impedance of the load at
angle θ.

Total harmonic distortion (THD) reflects the energy of the waveform, harmonics
contents. Generally harmonic is a sinusoidal component of a complex wave. It can be
described as quality having frequency that is an integral multiple of fundamental frequency
[9, 11]. When a wave is not pure AC or DC then it contains harmonics. We can express
harmonics mathematically as:
Frequency or harmonic component,
(4)
-. = / ∗ Where:
F = Basic frequency in Hz
L = Integer (order of harmonic)
As amplitude of distorted wave increases same harmonic will reduce in waveform.
According to S19IEEE standard THD should less than 5% for general system.
Mathematically, current harmonics are calculated using relationship:
123 =

5 <∗".=∗""
4$55 6 $75 6 $856 …..$;

$>

(5)

Literature has reviewed the different terminologies for THD i.e. distortion factor, harmonic
factor [16].
Further THD is expressed in terms of power and voltages as:
123 =
123 =

?4@55 6 @75 6 @85 6 …..@;5 <
@A
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(6)
(7)

Somehow, odd symmetry is characterized as f (-t) = -f (t). Its results are no cosine
term in Fourier series expansion. Current waveform approaches a square wave then it has
high order harmonic same as even symmetry there is no sine term then it is triangle shape
[17-19].
However, the voltage and current waveforms are not proportionally when nonlinear load connected. Thus, it produces harmonics in waveform. Suppose, if current
waveform generates harmonics then it distorts the voltage waveforms. In this condition
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both voltage and current are not proportional [19-21]. Hence, harmonic is analyzed using
Fourier transform. General equation of Fourier series is follows:
F (  ) = G" + ∑ N
(8)
J,,..(GJ KL + MJ )
Here ∝" in DC component:
(∝P cosnωt + bP sinnωt) nth harmonic form,
We further utilize this equation as:
G" =

nth harmonics:







 ()

T
 "
 
GJ = " T ()KL

 
MJ = " T ()


Phase angle:

UJ = VGJ + MJ
\

∅J = tanhZ { ; }
];

Equation can be summarized as [22-24]:
F ( ) = G " + ∑ N
J,,..(KJ sin( + ∅J ))

(9)
(9b)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

3. Simulated model of cycloconverter:
The cycloconverter is developed using MATLAB platform as shown in Fig. 5.
MATLAB comprises of input programming and designed Simulink models. Different
complex numbers are utilized to calculate variables and programming. These programming
are formulated based on electrical, electronic designs and simulation models.
In this paper, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) is applied to analyze waveforms. The
power FFT scope opens the FFT analysis tool dialog box to perform Fourier analysis of
simulation data signals. The dialog box provides access to the simulation data signals that
are defined in workspace. This tool can also be activated from the Power GUI block dialog
box by selecting FFT Analysis. The base adopted to compute the THD. We set to fund and
normalize the THD with respect to fundamental value. Then set the THD base DC to
normalize the THD with respect to the DC component value.
The simulation model is consisting of back-to-back thyristors. The output
frequency is controlled by varying two anti-parallel thyristors by utilizing pulse generator
block. Simulation model is triggered at different firing angles to get values of THD.
Cycloconverter consist of 8 thyristors through which T1, T2, T3 and T4 conducts positive
pulses and T5, T6, T7 and T8 conducts negative pulses. 50 Hz input frequency is provided
with voltage of 100 V.
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Fig. 7. Cycloconverter model
4. Simulation studies and results:
The cycloconverter is simulated at various firing angles under different form of
loads. When resistive load is connected with cycloconverter, it draws THD of about 81%
tuning firing angle of 45°. But if we increase firing angle up to 90° cycloconverter draws
THD up to 123.86%. Further, RL load is connected instead of resistive load the frequency
spectrum shows THD of 113.04 % at 45° and by tuning switching angle it draws THD of
267.17 %. It clearly shows by connecting inductive load with resistive load the AC-AC
voltage draws more THDs. Yet again, clarifying the statement of increasing the THD, while
inject switching angle. The cycloconverter is another time connected to the RC load with
firing angle of 45° then it generates total harmonic of about 81.83%. Somehow harmonic is
reduced due to capacitive load. Increasing the firing angle to 90° cycloconverter generates
THD of about 124.81 %. Wave shape becomes further tapered when the firing angle is
amplified and this cause enhances the harmonics in cycloconverter. Frequency spectrum of
THD with different loads is presented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 8. Waveform and frequency spectrum of cycloconverter connected at Resistive load
with THD of 81 % at firing angle of 45°

Fig. 9. Waveform and frequency spectrum of cycloconverter connected at Resistive load
with THD of 123.86 % at firing angle of 90°
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Fig. 10. Waveform and frequency spectrum of cycloconverter connected at RC-load with
THD of 81.93 % at firing angle of 45°.

Fig. 11. Waveform and frequency spectrum of cycloconverter connected at Resistive load
with THD of 124.81 % at firing angle of 90°.
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Fig. 12. Waveform and frequency spectrum of cycloconverter connected at RL-load with
THD of 113.04 % at firing angle of 45°.

Fig. 13. Waveform and frequency spectrum of Cycloconverter connected at RL Load with
THD of 267.17 % at firing angle of 90°.
The simulation studies are claimed at output frequency of 25 Hz. These results are
categorized with different loads. The total harmonic distortion is increased with increment
in firing angles. Most of the THD’s are generated by inductive load due to their inductive
effect. While the RL Load is implemented, the 102 % of THD is generated with 30° firing
angles. However, this value is increased up to 456 % when firing angles is upgraded up to
120°. This is maximum range of THD generated with RL load. Other loads generate fewer
harmonics as compared to RL load. Fig. 14, is depicting the statement in graphical form.
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Harmonical Analysis at 25Hz
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Fig. 14: Behavior of THD and firing angle at different kind of loads with output frequency
of 25Hz
5. Conclusion:
Cycloconverter is a power electronic device used to convert constant voltage
constant frequency AC power to adjustable voltage adjustable frequency AC power
without DC link.
In existing power system current and voltage waveform have been distorted due to increase
in non-linear loads and power electronic converters. Adjustable speed drives are common
sources for injecting harmonics in power systems. Harmonics in supply voltage degrades
the quality of modern power system. It is depicted from the results that the cycloconverter
generates harmonics and lead to problem of power quality. It can increases the efficiency of
circuit breakers, power transformers, limits on generator, UPS capacity and other switching
world. These converters generate abnormal harmonics when connected with system
network. These harmonic can be reduced by installing filter.
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